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TOWN OF YARMOUTH
COMMUNITY PRESERVATION COMMITTEE
MINUTES for 23 October 2019

PRESENT:

Gary Ellis, Tom Roche, Thomas Kelley, Christine Marzigliano, George Slama,
Paul Huggins

ABSENT:

Mary Ann Walsh, Nate Small, Dorcas McGurrin

GUESTS:

Susan Brita, Bob Kelley, Melanie Barron, Laurel Gabel, Ben Haavik

STAFF:

Michael Barry, Karen Greene

LOCATION:

Room A, Town Hall, 1146 Rt 28, South Yarmouth, MA
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Convene
Chairman Ellis opened the meeting at 3:04 p.m.
CPA Application Review

Application 2021-07-CPA Historic New England. Archeology at Winslow
Crocker House. Ben Haavik presented a summary of his application. He noted that Historic
New England is undergoing improvements at the Winslow Crocker House and Thacher House in
Yarmouth Port. The Yarmouth Chamber of Commerce is a lead partner in the project to make
the houses more accessible to the public and will have brochures available. The Thacher House
will be used as a gallery or museum space. A l2-spot parking area will be created. Prior to
construction, an intensive archeological survey will be undertaken hopefully using CPA funds
per this application. Chairman Ellis noted that past CPA funds were used to replace the roofs on
both buildings. He noted that Historic New England has done significant maintenance using
their own funds and that the current project that will expand public access is in line with what the
CPC has requested in the past. The Chamber's involvement is seen as a plus, according to
Chairman Ellis. Mr. Haavik noted that depending on which contractor is used, the cost could go
down.
Mr. Slama requested that the Yarmouth Historic Commission would like to be spelled out as a
recipient of the final report. The YHC would like to participate in an artifacts exhibit at the site.
Mr. Roche asked about matching funds. Mr. Haavik noted that site plans and construction
documents will be funded by Historic New England (HNE). He addid that he expects that
HNE
plans to come back for CPA funds in the future to assist with construction costs
after the
archeological survey is completed.

Mr. Kelley noted that the application states that the homes will be open free of charge
to
Yarmouth residents- Mr. Haavik confirmed this. Mr. Kelley requested
blow-ups of the maps
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presented in the application. Mr. Kelley noted that approval of this application would not ensure
approval of future applications. Mr. Barry requested an estimate of future request(s).

Ms. Marzigliano noted that the Archives at the HSOY Cobbler Shop would be a good source of
maps and historical documents of use in the archeological survey.

Mr. Huggins inquired about the materials to be used for the parking areas. Mr. Haavik noted that
crushed stones would be used so to ensure water permeability. Mr. Huggins suggested including
the schools in the planning of this project.
Mr. Haavik summarized what would be received in terms of the final product of an intensive
archeological survey, which would include an analysis of history of the area and findings from
test pit digs. He noted that dig sites would be concentrated in the areas intended for construction.
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Melanie Barron, Laurel Gabel, and Bob Kelley provided a summary of their application. Ms.
Barron provided paper updates to the application. Ms. Barron described aspects of the project,
including the preservation of documents, organizing volunteers into a Friends of Ancient
Cemetery group, the training of the volunteers in cleaning techniques for tombstones, and
supporting volunteers with tools and supplies. She noted that the volunteers have received
excellent support from Bill Bullock, Head of the Cemetery Department and from Pat Armstrong,
Director of Community Services. This application is a way to continue work under a previous
CPA contract.
Ms. Barron noted that they will be going after matching funds as much as possible. Mr. Slama
suggested that the T-shirts sought in the application should lend themselves well to seeking
outside support.
Ms. Brita asked about what happens with the information taken from tombstones. Ms. Gabel
responded that this information is fed into databases called CemeteryFind.com and
FindAGrave.com.
Ms. Gabel noted that the project is more than a cleaning project. It has much to do with history
and genealogy and the stories of Yarmouth's past.
Ms. Barron noted that in the past, cleaning materials had been provided by the Cemetery
Department and the Highway Department.

Mr. Kelley asked if there are monies set aside by families to care for the plots and stones, and
so where is that money. Ms. Gabel noted that she is unaware of any "perpetual care"
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commitments at Ancient Cemetery. She thought they may exist at private cemeteries, but not at
Ancient Cemetery. Mr. Kelley asked for this to be researched.

Mr. Huggins asked about what the Town does in terms of maintenance of the head stones. The
applicants responded that the Town cuts and trims grass and resets head stones, but no cleaning
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of headstones is done by the Town. Mr. Huggins raised the prospect of considering a higher
contribution to the applicants so that more work could be done.

Mr. Bany asked for a description ofthe costs provided in the application's budget and asked for
more specificity in several budget items.

Discussion on Responses to BOS Meeting of 10 September 2019
Karen Greene, Community Development Director, and CPC members discussed their reactions
to the Board of Selectmen's meeting of the previous ni9ht (lol22ll9) concerning the creation of
a Wastewater Infrastructure and Investment Fund and its potential impact on the CPA surcharge.
Participants noted that the Selectmen are supportive of the Wastewater Plan and that that support
was based on no increase in taxes. This meant that a 1.57o WIFF would be supported by a 1.57o
reduction in the CPA surcharge, from 39o to 1.57o. This left it important for the CPC and other
interested committees that support CPA to make their case to the BOS. Mr. Roche noted that
members of the Water Resources Advisory Committee (WRAC) at the BOS meeting tried to
push the issue of how wastewater should be paid for, including any direct impact on CPA
funding. CPC members are dismayed that there has been no direct instructions from the BOS on
wastewater funding and its impact on CPA. Members lamented the fact that the financing issue
is becoming a Wastewater vs. CPA issue and that the issue should not be seen as, if someone
supports CPA then that means they are against Wastewater. Members agree that the Town
should be able to have both at a reasonable level. Ms. Brita emphasized that CPA funds create
revenues for the Town from the matching State and private funds.

Ms. Greene encouraged cPC members to send written questions to the WRAC about financing.
She also encouraged the CPC to ask for a resolution to the financing question when they meet
with the BoS on 14 November 2019 when the CPC presents its summary of future projects. Ms.
Brita noted that the WRAC is working on a 1.5Vo WIIF because of BOS direction and that this
was largely arbitrary because it was decided before a full assessment of funding sources and their
impact was complete. Ms. Brita and others expressed their opinion that for the Iown to expect
to create wastewater infrastructure with no increase in taxes is short sighted. Ms. Greene
suggested that it would be best for the CPC to stay in its lane and focus its presentation to
the
BoS on what are the demonstrated future needs ofthe cpA program and how would funding
cuts impact that program. Mr. Slama pressed that it will be important for CpA
stakeholders/supporters to attend the 14 November 2019 BoS meeting and voice their
concerns.
Members discussed the wastewater plan to build up reserves in a contingency fund
in the early
years of the project that could be used to smooth out future funding
unceitainties and that this
fund would be built in part at the expense of cuts in CpA funding.-This means
that funds would
sit idle for a period of time whereas those funds could be used f* cpA pu.por"s
in"traing
attracting matching State CpA_funds and private project matching runas.
ihairman niis opined
that a l.5vo wIFF and a2vo CpA surcharge wourd bi a reasonabG
compromise. Ms. Britanoted
that this 0.5vo in the tax surcharge over the curent rate wourd
cost trre uv".age hom;oir". r"*.,
than $20 per year'.
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Mr. Slama noted that he spoke with the Cape Cod Cultural Center about hosting a CPA
information session. He noted that Lauren Wolk agreed to speak at the 14 November 2019 BOS
meeting. He encouraged other CPC members to seek similar speakers. Members discussed
other potential speakers. Mr. Slama sought to have speakers show that cuts that are too deep in
CPA funds will have a detrimental impact on the work of CPA, especially on on-going project
like affordable housing, which is a BOS stated goal. Members noted that the DPW and the
WRAC have produced informational brochures promoting their interests and needs.
Ms. Marzigliano noted that she had hear from someone that CPA funding percentages could only
(1,2, or 3Vo). }dr. Barry will seek an answer.

be whole numbers

Future CPA Projects
Work on establishing a list of potential future CPA projects remains in development. It will be
finalized for the next CPC meeting.
Minutes

VOTE: On a motion by George Slama,

seconded by Tom Roche, the Committee voted
6-0 to approve Minutes of CPC meetings on 9 Octob er 2019 and 16 October 2Ol9 .

Upcoming Meetings
Members agreed to meet next as a committee on 6 November 2019.
Members were reminded that the CPC will meet before the Board of Selectmen on 14 November

20t9.

Adjourn
VOTE: On a motion by George Slama,

seconded by Tom Roche, the Committee voted

6-0 to adjourn at 5:14 pm.

Handouts at the Meeting (Located in the Department of Community Development)

1.

Agenda

i.

Cape Cod Times article from lot22l20l9 "Community Preservation funds are the
people's money."

2. Table: Scenarios for Use of CPA Housing Reserve Funds FY20.
3. Table: Housing Trust Budget Status (l0l23ll9).
4. Table: Town of Yarmouth, Community Preservation Program, Anticipated Applications
5. CPC Draft Minutes for 9 October 2019 meeting.
6. CPC Draft Minutes for 16 October 2019 Meeting.

Respectfully submitted,
Michael Barry
Program Coordinator
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